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Section 3.4.19 Trench 19 physical description by context 

Trench 19 was a 3m x 3m trench opened to investigate a room within the Roman villa. This 

trench was bounded by walls [22003] in the south and [22006] in the east.  The purpose 

of this trench was to provide information on the date for the use of the building and its 

possible function.  

 

Context Number Type Description Fill of Phase 

19000 layer topsoil 

 

MODERN 

19001 layer destruction layer 
 

L3-4 

19002 structure ?hearth 
 

?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

19003 layer destruction layer 

 

L3-4 

19004  number not used 

  19005 layer destruction layer 
 

L3-4 

19006 cut pit 
 

?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

19007 fill 

 

19006 ?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

19008 cut stakehole 

 

?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

19009 fill 
 

19008 ?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

19010 cut stakehole 
 

?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

19011 fill 

 

19010 ?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

19012 cut ?stakehole 

 

?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

19013 fill 
 

19012 ?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

19014 cut pit 
 

?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

19015 fill 

 

19014 ?EARLY MEDIEVAL 

19016 layer 

  

UN 

19017 layer destruction layer 
 

L3-4 

19018 cut pit 
 

?MIA 

19019 fill 

 

19018 ?MIA 

19020 layer surface 

 

C2 

19021 layer ?natural 
 

UN 

 

Field drawings within the site archive: 

Plan 1901: [19002], (19003) and [22003] 

Plan 1902: (19003), (19005), [19006], (19007), [19008], (19009), [19010], (19011), 

[19012], (19013), [19014], (19015) and [22003] 

Plan 1903: (19003) and [22003] 

Plan 1904: (19016), [19018], (19019), (19020) and (19021) 

 

There are no section drawings of trench 19 in the site archive.  

TOPSOIL 

Layer (19000) was the topsoil over the trench. Its composition was not noted on the 

context sheet. 

 

?NATURAL 

Layer (19021) (plan 1904) was composed of small chalk rubble inclusions in a matrix of 

yellow brown clay loam. It was overlain by layer (19020) and ran across most of trench 
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19. No artefacts came from this layer and the excavator speculated that this was the natural 

layer. 

 

STRUCTURE 

Structure (19002) (plan 1901) was not described in detail on the context sheet, which 

stated only that the structure lay across wall [22003] and was a possible hearth. Further 

information is available from plan 1901, which shows the feature was a collection of sarsen 

stones c. 0.7 x 1.2m in spread, with individual stones ranging in size from 10 x 10cm to 28 x 

30cm. 

 

CUTS 

Cut [19006] (plan 1902) was a large cut which ran for c. 2.5m across the north eastern 

corner of the trench and continued under the baulk. It contained a single fill (19007), a 

yellow brown loam with chalk rubble inclusions which was rich in material culture finds. This 

feature was interpreted as being a pit. It overlay pit [19018]. 

 

Cut [19008] (plan 1902) was circular, approximately 8cm in diameter and 5cm deep, and 

was one of three similar, equidistant features forming a row 90cm in length cut into fill 

(19007). It was interpreted as a stakehole, with a single fill (19009) composed of friable 

medium brown loam without inclusions. Its relationship to layer (19001), which either 

overlay it or was cut by it, was undetermined.   

 

Cut [19010] (plan 1902) was circular, approximately 8cm in diameter and 4cm deep, and 

was the second of three similar, equidistant features forming a row 90cm in length cut into 

fill (19007). It was interpreted as a stakehole, with a single fill (19011) composed of 

friable medium brown loam without inclusions. Its relationship to layer (19001), which 

either overlay it or was cut by it, was undetermined.   

 

Cut [19012] (plan 1902) was circular, approximately 8cm in diameter and was the third of 

three similar, equidistant features forming a row 90cm in length cut into fill (19007). 

Unexcavated, it was interpreted as a possible stakehole, with a single fill (19013) 

composed of friable medium brown loam without inclusions. It was overlain by layer 

(19001).   

 

Cut [19014] (plan 1902) was only partially visible in the trench and extended beneath 

wall [22006] on the south side of the trench. Where visible, it measured 0.5m north-south 

and 1.5m east-west. It had a single fill (19015) of yellow brown loam with chalk rubble 

inclusions which contained no finds.  

 

Cut [19018] (plan 1904) was a semi-circular feature adjacent to the east baulk of the 

trench that extended within the trench for c. 1.04m north-south and c. 0.78m east-west. It 

was overlain by the southern end of pit [19006]. The cut had a single fill, (19019), 

composed of friable medium brown clay loam with small chalk inclusions. The feature was 

interpreted as a pit, and although lacking in material culture finds, its form and stratigraphy 

suggested it was possibly of Middle Iron Age date.   
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LAYERS 

Layer (19001) (plan 2201) was a rubble destruction layer directly below topsoil (19000). 

It overlay layer (19003), cuts [19012] and [19014], and may also have overlain cuts 

[19008] and [19010]. 

Layer (19003 = 19005 = 19017) (plans 1902 and 1903) lay in the west of the trench, 

bounded by walls [22003] and [22006], overlain by layer (19001) and extending over 

all the area not part of cut [19006] or fill (19007) discussed above. This was a 

destruction layer mixed with loamy topsoil and inclusions of white wall plaster fragments of 

varying sizes up to 5cm across. Some of the plaster fragments had red and yellow 

decoration. An area of compacted mortar, possibly a floor surface, lay in the south western 

corner of this layer adjacent to wall [22006] which formed the eastern trench baulk. 

Context number (19017) was used for a deposit of bone, pottery and a metal spike found 

as a securely stratified group in the southwest corner of the trench beneath some 

destruction rubble of (19003 = 19005), although it was considered part of the same layer by 

the excavator. 

Layer (19016) (plan 1904) was composed of red brown packed loam with occasional small 

chalk inclusions as well as several sarsen and chalk blocks. The layer was found between 

pits [19014] and [19018] in the south east corner of the trench. The excavator noted 

that this was structural rubble, although distinct from any other deposits in trenches 11, 18 

or 19 and speculated that this might have been formed from decayed ceramic tiles. 

Layer (19020) (plan 1904) was a possible floor surface composed of packed chalk rubble 

forming a layer running along the north western portion of the trench adjacent to wall 

[22003]. It overlay layer (19021) discussed above as the possible natural layer under 

this trench. 
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